In the battle of digital and analog devices – which device will help you knock out your work?

---

**Digital knocks out analog.**

The flexibility of digital dictation helps all organizations work faster and more efficiently. With crystal clear recording quality, all dictations are easy to understand. The ability to securely store and access files ensures that transcription is done faster and files are never lost. And those are just the beginning of the benefits.

Upgrade now and let digital dictation help you knock out analog processes and your work at the same time.

**www.philips.com/dictation**

---

**Still stuck in the analog world?**

- You can pass tapes on to transcriptionists or mail them to a third party service provider – either way, cross your fingers that the tape doesn’t get lost.
- Analog records let your transcriptionists transcribe dictations in chronological order – simply make sure that you dictate your reports in order of importance, not in order of when the meeting occurred.
- You can turn the analog tape over every 30 minutes – allowing you to hone your timekeeping skills.
- You can reuse the analog tape by recording over other dictations – this way no one can access that critical recording ever again or might not be able to understand what you said...
- You can upgrade to longer running tapes – we hear that some tapes can even record up to an hour’s worth of information on each side!

**Have a look at your bright future!**

- Recorded and transcribed files are safely and securely stored on your computer or network and can be easily sent as attachments or routed to the network, improving your workflow efficiency.
- You can mark digital recordings with the label “high importance” so turnaround time is faster.
- You can record over 100 hours on a digital card.
- Enjoy high end sound quality and safe archiving over and over again.
- You can easily upgrade to speech recognition.

---

Contact your local dealer today to find out more about making the change to digital dictation so that you and your practice can knock out your work today.